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ABSTRACT

PT XYZ is a cooperation enterprise currently using monolithic IT (Information Technology) system architecture. Load test and stress test results of the system showed that development of capabilities of the loan application system of the enterprise is still possible to be done. This research is purposed to analyze the loan application system design based on microservices as possible alternative to replace the current IT monolithic system architecture in PT XYZ by enhancing the performance of the loan application system in scaling up business with the ability to establish low dependency among applications. The research is exclusively aimed to solve the system architectural problem in cooperative enterprises with PT XYZ as the example. The method used in this research is microservices-based system design with DDD (Domain Driven Design) approach by determining bounded contexts, followed by classification of entities, aggregates, and services that are going to be materialized in the design. Analysis results confirmed that the services can be seen from three different contexts, namely information context, loan application context, and loan review context according to the functionalities of each service component. The researcher suggested software stack emphasizing on processes automation at PT XYZ to support the microservices architecture design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Savings and loan cooperatives are the pillars of Indonesia’s economy and have always been an economic agent that synergizes with other economic agents, namely BUMN (Badan Usaha Milik Negara), the Indonesia’s equivalent for SOEs (State-Owned Enterprises) and BUMS (Badan Usaha Milik Swasta), the Indonesia’s equal of private enterprise in the joint effort of bringing equally prospering society. To realize and develop the democratization of economy, these economy agents, particularly enterprises, must be built in accordance with the Article 33 Section (1) of UUD 1945 (The 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia). The success of the cooperatives will be the determining factor of Indonesian economic stability, especially in the uncertainty of Covid-19 which end has yet to be seen, where many parties might need fundings from cooperatives.

According to the records of OJK (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan), the Indonesian Financial Services Authority, every year has saw the increase of credit disbursement significantly [1]. The data retrieved from the period of December 2018 where the credit disbursement of creditors in Java Island reached about 19.62 trillion rupiahs whereas outside of Java, the disbursement reached approximately 3.05 trillion rupiahs in amount. The following year, in December 2019 showed drastic increase in the credit disbursement where creditors in Java Island disbursed 69.82 trillion rupiahs and creditors outside of Java disbursed 11.67 trillion rupiahs. The very next year also saw increase, exactly in December 2020, where Java Island has accumulated disburse amount of 132.38 trillion rupiahs while outside of Java counted as 23.52 trillion rupiahs.
The accumulation of the disbursement amount were calculated from various sources, namely from borrowers’ accounts, including both consumer and working capital loans. More than 140 creditors are offering loan services across Indonesia annually. May 2020 has the greatest number of creditors providing loan services to customers, at 161 companies.

The rise of Covid-19 outbreak at the beginning of 2020 has not reached its conclusion. Indonesia’s government, like many countries around the world, has enforced physical distancing as a countermeasure against the viral infection, which the Indonesian government called PSBB (Pembatasan Sosial Berskala Besar) or literally translated as Large-Scale Social Distancing. This limited people’s activities greatly and ended up reducing purchasing power immensely. This occurrence affected Indonesia’s economy negatively as in the same year, there was a decrease with the percentage of 2.07% [2]. Business owners responded to PSBB by implementing WFH (Work from Home) and WFO (Work from Office) rules. WFH and WFO are done alternately to maintain the continuity of business activities without ignoring the government’s advice to physically distancing with each other to slowdown the spread of Covid-19. Another challenge for the business owners is the necessity of adapting and innovating amongst the Covid-19 situation. With or without the pandemic itself, continuous adaptation and innovation are necessary to adjust with the present conditions and challenges. People have insurmountable number of needs, along with the necessity of adapting and innovating, are the reason why a modern system must be developed to answer those needs. One of the possible ways to provide the ability to keep doing activities while communicating with the society among a condition which greatly restricts face to face interaction is to adopt a well-established information system and hasten the development of the digitalization of a company so that the company can move in a dynamic way.

Besides, the globalization era gives more opportunities for cooperative enterprises to increase in number. The cooperatives are competing with each other as the result [3]. This circumstance forces every cooperative to be in constant improvement and perfecting the business to be able to withstand the threat of competitors and to maintain the cooperatives overall existence for long term. The advancement of business environment nowadays forces business owners to use many strategies and techniques to support the improvement of business, cooperatives are not an exception to this.

The strategy for improving or perfecting cooperative business lines can be realized by conducting digital transformation which demands an organization to be nimble and to adopt suitable innovation method with good acceleration to ensure that the newly developed digital services can be brought to customers, partners, and staffs alike. To achieve this, many organizations took the approach of building a seamless application based on cloud with good flexibility, where it is easier to add and renew digital services to suit the everchanging business requirements and technological capabilities [4]. Old monolithic applications may be acceptable for daily operations, yet these applications are not suited to construct digital services. The traditional monolithic system architecture and software development method will always be hindrances in pushing forward to the desired digital transformation within an organization [5].

Information system is commonly built with monolithic architecture, where each component of the system is intended to be built as one unity. A single monolithic architecture usually comprises of tens or hundreds of business functions used simultaneously in one software release. Microservices, on the other hand, usually summarizes a single business function so that it can be scaled and used separately. Developing application for a large enterprise by spreading cloud facilities by creating and managing a number of microservices give the possibility of another alternative to improve monolithic architecture. The challenges that a developer might encounter within monolithic architecture are the questionable adaptation capability of the system toward system requirement changes, mainly in managing codes complexity and its maintainability, where this will cause bottleneck to the services distribution process due to tightly coupling of the codes. Therefore, a consideration of devising another architectural alternative to create an adaptive system management to suit requirement changes whenever needed, is needed [6]. In an architectural design focused on services development, every company should at least update the system and services weekly. PT XYZ, a cooperative enterprise in Indonesia situated at Jakarta that the researcher studied on, is no exception. The case study serves to compare the updating process in monolithic
architectural design versus microservices architectural design.

Another challenge in using monolithic architecture is the system development dependence on stack of the main technologies which limit the possibility to develop new functions with newer application framework or a different programming language [7]. With the increasing functions amount, monolithic architecture gets more complex and need larger team of developers to support the applications within [8]. Scalability in monolithic architecture is also limited, as individual functions cannot be run repeatedly separately after usage. The repetition must be done to the entire application which can be very time consuming.

Based on these explanations, if the previous system is maintained, it is going to bring disadvantages for the enterprises using the system, particularly in competing with other enterprises in fulfilling customers’ needs. The consequence of using the traditional system is that the developers have to face the complexity of system development and must spare a lot of time to deal with it, which can result in slowdown of the advancement of the system compared to the system used by competitors. High operating costs are inevitable in handling complex system structure as the management needs large team to run the process.

For instance, loan system in PT XYZ is a system using monolithic architecture where every components of the application inside are built, designed, implemented, and maintained within a single union of codes [9]. The biggest drawback of this architecture is the developer might face adversity in increasing capacity needed for the system. Constant fixing and improvement of the system is difficult as all components should be increased in capacity, even if only one component needs capacity increase while the rest do not need changes in capacity. For example, the number of SMEs (Small Medium Enterprises) in Indonesia is at 59.2 million. This number indicates the chance for request of application services coming from the customers to be relatively high [10]. Monolithic system renders the application to be slow responding and cannot keep up with the ever-increasing number of users.

Apache Benchmark is used as a tool for testing the services in PT XYZ with its currently used monolithic architecture which showed that the capability of the system can process request of to 3 RPS (Request Per Second). A series of test is also conducted afterwards by changing the testing duration variable and the number of services that the system can provide within a preset time, using Execution Time as the parameter for measuring duration and Concurrency as the parameter in measuring how many services can the system provide within given duration. This measuring method is called load testing, which purpose is to measure how a website can be accessed within certain parameters like execution time and concurrency. RPS is used to gauge the amount of request that can be accepted by the web server within certain duration. Based on the test results as shown in Table 1, the RPS in monolithic system architecture can be considered as lacking.

### Table 1: Load Testing of Monolithic Architecture Using Apache Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Execution Time (s)</th>
<th>Concurrency (#)</th>
<th>Monolithic RPS (#/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apart from doing load testing, monolithic architecture capabilities can also be tested with stress testing. Stress testing is also done using Apache Benchmark with the preset parameters being the number of services requested and the number of services requested at the same time. Stress testing is used to measure how a web can be resilient and responding requests from users even though the number of requests are high, regardless of the requests are made simultaneously or not. The parameters for testing are Number of Request and Concurrency, where Number of Request represents the number of requests acceptable by the web server and Concurrency represents the number of requests acceptable by the web server at the same time. The precise illustration for the stress testing result can be seen in Table 2 below.

### Table 2: Stress Testing of Monolithic Architecture Using Apache Benchmark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Number of Requests (#)</th>
<th>Concurrency (#)</th>
<th>Monolithic RPS (#/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>9.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test results indicated that monolithic architecture is capable of supporting the current services layout, but by combining the results of
both load testing and stress testing, it is safe to assume that the performance of the services present at the current business type can be improved even further.

As implied by reference [11], with a total time required for testing of three minutes, only a minute is necessary to discover that the average response time of applications built on monolithic architecture is significantly lower than the response time needed for applications built on microservices architecture. The accumulated usage of RAM (Random Access Memory) by clients of applications built as microservices are higher than the RAM usage by clients of monolithic applications. Although the frequency of testing done was relatively low as most of the enterprises’ server are strong, response time should not be a problem. Similar result is also discovered in the usage of CPU (Central Processing Unit).

Microservices architecture originated from Service Oriented Architecture or abbreviated commonly as SOA, one of the possible system architectural style to develop business and technological solution in the form of software as composition of split logics loosely coupled for ease of operation and distribution into separate parts without dependency on each other in order to shape services. Service orientation or SO for short, is the new paradigm to shape services with a set of design principle like self-description, storing personal information, autonomous, abstraction, standard contract, division of services contents, and ease of use in locating the services. All of these are set to fulfill the principle of SOA. This paradigm is the evolution from the traditionally object-oriented business into components-based manipulation to enforce services with great flexibility and interoperability, without neglecting the principle of information hiding for the sake of privacy. SO is intended to devise software solutions as single and/or combined services, in regard to SOA architectural style running in distributed computerization or can be referred to as SOC (Service Oriented Computing).

SOA approach has several advantages as opposed to traditional architectural approaches such as the opportunity for repeated use, better independency as a platform, lower maintenance and development cost, observable with results determined by network variable and factor, and various services to choose from with dynamic composition and dynamic information stream [12].

By understanding the basics of SOA, one can recognize microservices architecture which is an evolved form of SOA as one alternative of a more measurable architecture with higher flexibility than SOA. To encourage digital transformation efficiently, many organizations are exploring methodologies and architectural style to develop new software. In microservices architecture, information system is designed to be distributed into separate parts to provide more focused and more specific services. Large issues will be categorized into small pieces of solutions grouped into one service, where each service has its own responsibility. This approach creates an information system comprising of several services which can be managed and distributed independently. Thus, the system can adapt better to changing needs [6].

Another reason for the suggestion of microservice architecture in this research is to reduce difficulty in the process of scaling up the current business, especially in the business segment of loan service in PT XYZ. Business scale up is the effort to prepare and support the growth and the development of a business, be it from the system aspect, resources, processes, technology, or partners [13]. An enterprise is ready to perform business scale up if the customer retention rate of that company is high to the point of receiving large quantities of demand from customers, but with limited services capacity, facing difficulty in fulfilling the requests. High dependency among applications in monolithic system can be a barrier in scaling up business of a company. PT XYZ is also vulnerable to the threat if system architecture replacement is not done sooner. The need of migration from monolithic to microservices architectural style is to give PT XYZ the capacity of balancing the readiness of the cooperative enterprise in scale up processes and helping in its realization.

A data from [14] indicated that 68% of for-profit company using IT system in running their business had implemented microservices to products and its development, while 26% of them have learnt microservices but haven’t implemented it. The remaining 6% didn’t learn and implement microservices. This reference also pointed out from a case study in UppLabs, a Fintech company from United States that the company could not scale up the business without replacing the monolithic architectural style.

The final desired outcome of using microservices architecture is lessened difficulty in doing business by improving services dedicated to
stakeholders of enterprises, like bridging between producers and buyers through an integrated information system. Digitalization in a company support guidance and accompaniment across space and time as the processes of delivering services can be done in real-time and online environments.

Microservices infrastructure can be developed using the approach of DDD (Domain Driven Design). DDD’s main area of focus is domains, including its conception, relationship with each other, and existing business processes. DDD relies on bounded contexts to identify services within the microservices architecture. Business processes must be grouped according to the functions. Every group will be treated as bounded contexts of the system. These contexts will later form microservices in the microservices architecture [15]. However, in real life practice, there aren’t many companies taking total advantage of information system. Some creditor companies, like cooperatives, are still using manual system which slowdown the process of decision-making regarding loan disbursement and several other things related with credit. Slow decision-making can hinder the process of retrieving daily customer reports like loan applicant report and credit disbursement report. Data also suffer to the risk of inaccuracy. These problems can be tackled by building a computerized system with better integration [16]. DDD approach is expected to be the beginning of formulating solutions to dissolve or solve these problems. The application of DDD approach in designing microservices architecture can be beneficial in achieving the maximum advantage of loose coupling with reduced implementation complexity by separating domains and subdomains using DDD approach.

The researcher is piqued to design microservices architecture for PT XYZ’s loan application system with DDD approach. The design idea for the loan application system is carried out by interviewing the CTO (Chief Technology Officer) from the cooperative to learn more about what the current monolithic system in loan application system is capable of doing. The design is hoped to offer an alternative of systemic solution for PT XYZ in enhancing the performance of the loan application system in bringing convenience in scaling up business with low dependency among applications. The research is exclusively aimed to solve the system architectural problem in cooperative enterprises, as opposed to the referred past studies that mainly involved IT companies. Research questions are formulated as follows:

1. How using microservices architecture to design the loan application system for PT XYZ can reduce the difficulty of the system design processes?
2. How the DDD (Domain Driven Design) approach can help in designing microservices for the loan application system of PT XYZ cooperative enterprise?

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, the researcher discussed related terminologies to provide better understanding of the theories surrounding the research focus for the readers. The theories consisted of definition and contribution of past researches, mainly from journals and literatures.

2.1 General Theory

General theories defined some terms with direct connection to the field of computer studies. These theories were taken from journals, books, or previously documented researches that contained insights and suggestions to improve the area of IT (Information Technology).

2.1.1 Service oriented architecture

SOA is an architecture solution with loose coupling mechanism and one way to implement it is by using web services. To answer the challenge of competition from economic pressure, the IT industry in general has always tried to improve system performance and customer services with efficient cost management. This tendency in behavior among IT industry agents somehow led to the changing of IT system infrastructure into SOA for to have a nimbler system for the best interest of business owners. This initiative, however, has brought to light the security issues that SOA possess [12].

By implementing SOA, enterprises will have effective, flexible, scalable, and repeatedly useable IT infrastructure. This concept supports digital transformation in a company with the ability to be adaptive in either internal business structure or external environment [17].

SOA plays the role of illustrated architectural paradigm that is grouped into six separate dimensions which consists of business value, strategic goals, intrinsic interoperability, combined services, flexibility, and evolutionary improvement. The ultimate purpose of this architectural paradigm is to divide several business procedures into smaller parts which can be connected and reused in another business scenarios whenever needed [18].
SOA is formed by four core components, they are application frontend, services, services repository, and services bus of an enterprise. In application frontend, the users can initiate, control, and cease the services, where functional units are separated so they are accessible from long distance and taken care of and updated independently. Different user groups can access the services from built communication networks and build infrastructure that is divided into equal parts to facilitate integration and collaboration, both internally and/or externally. Services repository has a structure to store and access services data to enable the users to determine the services characteristics and functions as registry or information contained in the database, which governs the SOA projects in access services catalogue, all of which are improving continuously in an interactive and controlled environment. After a series of processes, the enterprise’s service bus brings to conclusion by implementing communication system across services where all of them are connected by the already established SOA environment.

Service consumer and service provider communication flows on the internet in SOA environment starts with the service provider component publishing information about the services in service registry. Service consumer will find the service information and service provider component information from the service registry. Lastly, these two components will undergo the process of integration where both will bind with each other through internet connection. This processes are illustrated in Figure 1 below.

2.1.2 Microservices architecture
Adoption of microservices architecture to develop software is getting more and more popular as a mean to replace traditional system architecture since cohesive services group and loose coupling are the benefits of adopting microservices architecture. Microservices are built as solutions which take form as properly defined domains and generating many components with similar ability to communicate and operate together. Usage of microservices support the implementation and maintenance process with good resilience and scalability. However, these perks can unintentionally create a more complex ecosystem that requires additional effort of communication and collaboration in tackling the problems that might surface from the inside [20].

Microservices is reliable in building tough, measurable, independent, and fast improving applications. But since the services are autonomous and are built from groups of small services, a careful approach is needed to build the applications. Reference [21] provided a comprehensive explanation about microservices such as the components, benefits, and challenges of implementing the architectural style.

The components shaping microservices comprises of these characteristics:
1. Microservices are small in size, moves independently, and can be grouped flexibly. Thus, only a small team of developers are needed to describe and maintain the services.
2. Every service has separate code base.
3. Service can be updated separately without having to update the entire services.
4. Each service is responsible for their respective data.
5. Every service can communicate with each other through API. Implementation detail of one service is hidden from another service.
6. It is not necessary for services to share the same technological basis, user manual, and workflow.

Other component beside the services itself that is also vital for the materialization of microservices is API gateway. API stands for Application Programming Interface and acts as an entry point for clients. API gateway will forward the request to suitable service in the backend part of the system.

Converting to microservices provide various benefits such as:
1. Nimbleness. Fixing bugs and releasing new features in applications are made easier by using microservices, as opposed to traditional architecture where new features release can be put on halt whenever bugs are being fixed.

2. Small team and better focus, making creation, testing, and implementation of new features to be less time consuming.

3. Small code base, making addition of new features to be less challenging as each service are not reliant to each other.

4. Freedom to combine many different technologies to suit development needs.

5. Isolation of error, like circuit breaking to prevent errors in one service to affect another area of microservices architecture.

6. The ability to adequately allocate resources into certain areas of needs accordingly.

7. Data isolation gives the ability to update at will, minimizing the potential unwanted updates to undesired parts of the services.

Microservices’ benefits also come with new challenges that the developer team must tackle, like:

1. Increase in complexity of the entire system architecture.

2. Development and testing of the services can be difficult as available tools can lack in compatibility to gauge the dependency of a service, especially if the services are growing fast.

3. Lack of proper governance, since microservices emphasized on decentralized environment.

4. Possibility of congestion and latency in network. API must be designed carefully to avoid getting into this issue.

5. Data integration becomes a problem as each service being in charge of respective data, generating data consistency issues.


7. Versioning of services may lead to potential backward or forward compatibility issues.

8. Proper expertise are absolute requirement in handling microservices. The team of developers that are going to be tasked with everything related with microservices cannot be just anyone, it must be experts or people with experience in handling the complexity of microservices.

2.1.3 Domain driven design

DDD (Domain Driven Design) is a methodology based on models that is popular in use for capturing knowledge of certain domains with relevance to a software design. To encourage understanding about domains and the authenticity of generated design, DDD emphasizes on an agile collaborative modeling from domain experts and software engineers. Presently, microservices architecture is developing as an architectural style for distributed software system with high requirements for scalability and adaptive ability. DDD can also dissect domain and define contexts among the domain, where each are grouped into a coherent domain concept. These contexts are suitable for microservices functionality in providing different business capabilities. Putting DDD into practice in microservices design, however, create some challenges regarding the exclusion of some services from domain model, infrastructure components modeling, and domain modeling in an autonomous group [22].

During strategic phase of DDD, business domain are being mapped and defined as bounded contexts for domain modeling. DDD is a tactical approach in classifying domain models with high precision. This tactical pattern is applied into bounded contexts. Applying entities and aggregates pattern in microservices will help identifying natural boundaries for internal services. Using common principle, microservices must be greater than aggregates, and must be smaller than bounded contexts. The initial step would be to supervise this tactical pattern and apply it into the bounded contexts. These are the summary for DDD’s tactical pattern:

1. Entities, which can be defined as an object with unique identity stuck and persist during the course of time. For instance, in banking application, customers and bank accounts can be classified as entities. An entity can be distinguished from another entity by looking at GUID (Global Unique Identification Number) or the main lock in a database. Entities identities can include some bounded contexts and can last longer than an application usage period, e.g.: bank account or customer ID issued by the bank are not tied to application usage period. Entities attributes can change over time, like one’s legal name can be changed but not the main identity of that person. An entity can be linked to other entity.

2. Value objects. These objects do not have an identity. The only way to distinguish one value object from another is to examine its attributes values. Value objects are immutable. To renew value objects, new examples are always required to replace the outdated value objects. Value objects can have a method to
summarize domain logic, but it shouldn’t have a side effect to the objects itself. The example of value objects are color, date and time, and currency value.

3. Aggregates, which define the consistency boundary around an entity or more. Entities in aggregates are called root. Searching for an aggregate can be done by knowing the root entity identifier. Other entities that are derived from root can be referred to by following the clues from the main root. Aggregates’ main purpose is to model a transactional invariance. In real life, the relationship network between each aggregate is more complex. For instance, customers make a request, the request contains product specification that the customers desire, products are delivered by suppliers, and so on. If the application modifies some related objects, it is necessary to discover the way to guarantee its consistency, tracking the invariance, and enforce it. Traditional application mostly uses database transaction to ensure consistency. However, in a distributed application, this is almost impossible to do. Single business transaction can only reach some of the data storage, or taking too much time to do, or maybe require assistance from third-party services. In the end, it depends on the application, not the data layers, to apply the invariance needed in the domain. This is how modeling using aggregates are done.

4. Domain services and applications. In DDD terminologies, services are objects used to implement some logics without any status. DDD differentiates between domain services and application services, providing technical functionality, like user authentication or SMS (Short Message Service). Domain services are often used to model behavior surrounding many entities.

5. Domain events, to communicate with other parts of the system when something occurs. As the name suggests, domain events area of concern is only the occurrences in a domain. Example of a thing unrelated with a domain is “notes are put into the table” and the example of a domain event is “Delivery is cancelled”. Domain events are relevant in realization of microservices architecture, since microservices are distributed and not sharing data storage. And so, domain events serve as a way for microservices to coordinate with each other. Some DDD patterns like factory, repository, and module are useful in implementation of microservices, but irrelevant in designing boundaries between microservices.

2.2 Specialized Theory

According to reference [23], Fintech, a portmanteau of the word financial and technology, is a usage of technology in delivering a new and a better form of financial services. One of the reason to adopt Fintech is despite the convenience of information technology has tackled costs and functionalities related issues, the seemingly inevitable intermediary costs of using financial services never change for more than a century.

Reference [24] stated that Fintech is a part of the growth of innovation process in financial industry that is risky theoretically but valuable. This finding is supported by the latest proof that Fintech gives substantial value to the investors. Reference [25] also stated that Fintech is the point where financial services and technology collides. This is not a new phenomenon for banking companies and financial services providers in the era of Fintech the last few years. The evolution of Fintech history are as follows:

1. Fintech 1.0 (1866 to 1967). The first Fintech era began from the installation of the first transatlantic undersea telecommunication cable and the invention of ATM (Automatic Teller Machine), where finance and technology are combined to mark the first period of financial globalization. A technology like telegraph also supported the relationship of finance across boundaries, enabling fast transmission in financial information exchange, transaction, and payment.

2. Fintech 2.0 (1967 to 2008). The second evolution in Fintech history is when it remained in exclusive sectors for decades and was mainly dominated by conventional financial services providers regulated by the authorities that used the technology to provide financial products and services. This Fintech age is the witness of the beginning of the introduction of electronic payment and clearing system. Also, usage of ATM was commercialized with many units of the machine being produced, which is also supported by the deployment of online banking system worldwide. In mid ’90s, financial services industry became the largest purchaser of IT assets, a record which hasn’t been surpassed until now.

3. Fintech 3.0 (2008 to the present): Since the global financial crisis in 2008, startup companies with disruptive nature and
powerful technology enterprises began to send financial products and services directly to business or known as B2B (Business-to-Business) and the society where newcomers had tendency to focus at providing single solution designed to offer better experience in only a single product or service. The key connection of this behavior with Fintech 3.0 is that the competition amongst banks and other financial services providers were no longer from the same businesses. New competitors have surfaced in the form of Fintech companies, which reshaped the way financial services are delivered by using advance technologies. Fintech companies in this era are capable of mirroring the disruption, as seen by wider economic scope with the emergence of online platforms like Amazon or Uber that managed to overcome the already established conventional financial system. Instead of replacing the current system, Fintech companies have invented an important infrastructure instead. Fintech is also capable of developing on its own and have been acknowledged worldwide. McKinsey, a global consulting firm, has calculated that more than 2,000 startup companies offered financial services, and predicted that there might be 12,000 more that will become Fintech companies.

Nowadays, Fintech companies have vast improvement, so the concept of Fintech itself must be implemented to firms or organizations that support the improvement of economics, like cooperatives, whose system currently are very traditional. Cooperatives need to adopt a system that is used by Fintech companies, or else, the cooperatives may be less favored by costumers of the financial industry if they view Fintech companies as a more attractive alternative to use financial products and services.

Cooperative is derived from the Latin word coopere which is translated literally as cooperation or cooperative in English. Cooperation means striving together to achieve mutual goals. In accordance with the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia Number 25 Article 1 Section (1), cooperatives are business entities that aims to bring prosperity to its members by cooperating with each other through active participation in the services provided by the cooperatives [26].

One of the most common types of cooperatives easily found across the world, is savings and loan cooperatives, or often called CU (Credit Union) [27]. The purpose of CU is to encourage its members to save their funds, allocate the accumulated funds from the members to provide loan for members in need according to the principle of democracy. There are approximately 88,000 CUs and other cooperatives around the world. In 1986, the membership of CUs almost reached 114 million people with total accumulated savings of 540 billion US dollars and total loan outstanding of 380 billion US dollars.

2.3 Relevant Past Researches

Research by reference [28] entitled “Modeling Microservices with DDD” explained that DDD can help in providing functional comprehension on microservices architecture. Although, the method to apply this idea is unclear to domain practitioners in common. DDD is a domain modeling technique developed in early 2000 while microservices are developed and popularized years after in 2015. This past research discussed the basic conception of DD and why and how it can help developing microservices with better availability, scalability, reliability, and capability of modification. The researcher navigated domain model built with DDD into microservices design based on synchronous REST and asynchronous or reactive communication protocols. The researcher dwelled further into five scenarios of microservices surrounding the DDD’s aggregates, bounded contexts, domain events, and other strategies for bounded contexts to interact with each other.

A research by reference [29] focused on an IT company developing e-procurement application as the basic product system to fulfill the needs of automation in internal procurement processes discovered that the system was built on monolithic architecture where the application is enveloped in a large package and had high dependency among modules. The modules were defined as the entire process of integration, where if changes occurred to certain module to adapt with business processes, this will affect the other module functions. An alternative for another system architecture style should be put into consideration to have a more adaptive e-procurement application system and to be able to overcome issues generated from usage of the old architectural style. This past research suggested the design of transformational process using microservices architecture with DDD approach. The results indicated that microservices architecture is capable of being more adaptive towards change where the modules are designed to be standalone modules.
Research entitled “Implementation of Microservices Architecture to Comrades Application Backend” by reference [30] was conducted with Comrades, a smart application that acts as an information and educational medium about HIV/AIDS disease, as the research object. Comrades help every HIV/AIDS sufferer to exchange information and console each other while able to interact with general society. In its development, this application partnered with the community of HIV/AIDS patients within close proximity. It was predicted that the users of the application would increase due to the partnership. As a preventive measure to handle the surge of application usage, performance upgrade is necessary for Comrades. This research sought to improve the performance and availability of Comrades for its users. This could be achieved by implementing microservices architecture into the web application that was previously built on monolithic architecture. DDD was used as the approach to split the services. From architectural perspective, the physical aspect would change after implementation of the currently advanced technologies like Docker, Kubernetes, and API gateway.

Reference [15] implied that Docker can help developers to devise a system to develop, implement, and spread services, especially to achieve the desired level of system performance in e-commerce web services. Docker will contain all information center and dependence of the system used within a single package. This can simplify the process of implementation and distribution of the system. In designing system using microservices architecture, the entire system is broken down into several smaller services. Afterwards, some factors of service separation should be paid attention to, such as service dependency and service communication. Microservices should be developed with care unless the difficulties of system development will only increase.

Lessons learned from the conclusion of each relevant past research suggested that the advantages of using microservices architecture in developing a system are flexibility and maintenance of the system. System performance can also be maximized with the freedom to build the system using different programming languages and databases. Changes and improvement in one service won’t affect the other services in work, as long as the service does not depend on each other. This is very important as business processes can continue to improve, so long as the system has good adaptability to changes. Using the example of these past works, the design of microservices architecture using DDD approach for PT XYZ loan application system is expected to yield satisfactory results. However, these past researches have limited amount of information about the technological requirements needed to carry out the design processes of microservices, such as the software stack. This research is done by circumventing the limitation with borrowing data from PT XYZ’s existing system to learn more about the software stack and which part of them can be complemented or replaced with a better alternative to better suit the newly designed microservices architecture.

From a critical analysis of the literatures, research questions related with computing contribution in the current research can be stated as follows:

1. What software requirements are ideal to support the design of microservices with DDD approach?
2. How improving the IT system can contribute to improve the competitiveness of a cooperative enterprise toward Fintech companies?

3. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

3.1 Reference Framework

This research is motivated by the needs of converting PT XYZ’s system to a more advanced system architecture using microservices from the currently used monolithic architecture. Microservices are chosen because it is tougher, more measurable, can be implemented independently, and quicker in improvement than monolithic architecture. The steps that the research is going to take begin with collecting data and analyzing the existing architecture system. Adoption of DDD approach is going to be done to design microservices, followed by analysis of the existing application functionalities to understand its workflow before designing microservices.

3.2 Research Flow

The research flow to realize the design of microservices architecture using DDD approach is depicted in Figure 2 below.
3.2.1 Data collection and observation

Data is collected by interviewing the PIC (Person in Charge) of the system management in PT XYZ and by observing the existing system. These PICs are the CTO and a representative from the backend developer team. The purpose of interviewing the parties responsible for the system is to get a comprehensive details about the currently running loan application system including the system architecture to discover which areas of the system can be improved by migrating the entire system into microservices architecture with every aspects related with loan application as the top priority of concern. From the interview, the flaws of the current system is learnt. Another piece of valuable information showed that the loan application system consists of 5 different modules, namely Customer Services, Loan Application, Loan Calculation, Loan Information, and Register modules.

3.2.2 Function analysis

Function analysis identifies the business processes in PT XYZ, including documenting the features in the existing system. Each feature has its function and actor or user that can access certain feature. This analysis is focused on the existing components in the current system model, such as user manual, user journey from the loan application system. The function analysis results serve as the reference and guidance to design system specifications for the microservices architecture.

3.2.3 System design using DDD approach

DDD is intended to optimize the microservices design for PT XYZ and is expected to portray what the technology and system configuration should be like for the migration to take place. DDD processes identify and classify domain model with these following approaches:

1. Analyzing business domains in PT XYZ to better understand the workflow of application functionalities. This analysis will yield informal domain descriptions which later will be perfected to be a pack of formal domain model.
2. Defining bounded contexts, where the contexts contain domain model representing related subdomains through a larger application.
3. Applying tactical DDD patterns to define entities, aggregates, and bounded contexts of domain services from the loan application system.
4. Using the results from previous steps to begin designing microservices for PT XYZ.

3.2.4 Microservices design

Mapping of loan application concept needed by PT XYZ into features that will be developed into a new loan system is executed with designing microservices with the previously done DDD approach. Reimagining the system design with different architectural style, if done correctly will reduce the difficulty of development. Definition of bounded contexts, entities, aggregates, and services design strategy using DDD approach will make this effort into less laborious for the developers. The design processes are ended with writing conclusion of the research and giving suggestions for improvement possibilities.

3.3 Research Object

PT XYZ, the cooperative enterprise established since December 2019 in Indonesia is the research object in this study. The company offers products like savings, collateral-based loan, and payroll loan. The current monolithic architecture used by PT XYZ has four layers, they are: presentation layer, logic layer, data layer, and database as illustrated in Figure 3.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Collection of Secondary Data

The main source of data for this research is retrieved from the internal documents of PT XYZ, such as BRD (Business Requirement Document), FSD (Functional Specification Document), and TSD (Technical Specification Document) for written information and interview with the CTO and backend developer representative to have clearer ideas of the actual business processes of the loan application system. Relevant literatures also play prominent role in shaping framework of thinking for the system design planned in this paper. The entirety of the information obtained from the secondary data sources are discussed further in subsections in this chapter.

4.2 Current System Function Analysis

Analysis on system functions reflect the state of system that the research object currently uses to deliver loan services to the cooperative’s members.

4.2.1 Existing infrastructure

The existing infrastructure is monolithic in nature with a relatively simple workflow. The application in use is web-based that can only be accessed through the cooperative official website link given to users and visitors alike. Parties attempting access to the application will be directed to Cloudflare interface. Cloudflare’s main function is to act as the security layer applied by PT XYZ to protect the main system from the threat of DDoS (Distributed Denial-of-Service). The overall infrastructure used by the cooperative is using third-party services. Aside from using Cloudflare, the enterprise also uses service from a well-known e-commerce tycoon Alibaba such as Alibaba Cloud which includes ECS (Elastic Computer Service), OSS (Object Storage Service), and ApsaraDB (Apsara Database). ECS is a virtual server with stable performance and better efficiency than physical server which can cost more due to heavy requirement to buy capable hardware. Unstructured data or objects like images in large numbers can be stored in OSS while for grouping of data and information to make it easier in identification of data is handled with ApsaraDB. The concise illustration of the existing infrastructure is as shown in Figure 4.
to enter the inbox folder of the e-mail address’ owner. Inputting the correct OTP combination will complete the registration processes, making the applicant a formal member of the cooperative. However, if the OTP combination is wrong, the applicant should request for another OTP and recheck their e-mail folders and reinput the new OTP to complete the registration processes.

![Registration Workflow at PT XYZ](image)

**Figure 5: Registration Workflow at PT XYZ**

Loan Application Workflow depicts the process of applying for loan or credit involving two parties, namely the cooperative member as the applicant, and PT XYZ as the issuing party. Loan application starts with the applying member filling the application form and submit personal identity documents like photocopies of ID Card and Tax ID. Assigned staff will check the validity of the documents by using e-KYC (electronic Know-Your-Customer). If one of the submitted documents do not comply with the terms, like unclear or poor visibility of the information contained in the documents and/or the information in the documents do not match the records in e-KYC, then the applicant is required to submit clearer documents. If the applicant cannot comply or refuse to comply, the application will be rejected immediately by the staff. When the documents submitted met the requirements of the cooperative, a survey and an interview will be scheduled for the applicant to learn the reason for their application, to recognize their personal background, and to know what collateral the applicant will offer to PT XYZ should the loan application receives approval from the committee. Following the survey and interview, the assessment to determine if the applicant is creditworthy or not will be conducted. The assessment consists of credit collectability rating in PEFINDO credit bureau, an Indonesian credit bureau in charge of credit rating information nationwide, and appraisal of the offered collateral by internal appraisal officer from PT XYZ. If both assessment are passed, the application will be approved. If one or both of the assessment are not passed, application will be rejected. The applicant is obliged to handover the asset that is offered as a collateral for the loan after request for loan has been granted. The collateral will be bound by law via credit pact with a notary as the authorized personnel to legalize the credit pact. Pact must be signed by the applicant and a representative from PT XYZ. Signed pact is required for credit disbursement. After receiving loan, the applicant is officially a borrower to the cooperative.

![Loan Application Workflow at PT XYZ](image)

**Figure 6: Loan Application Workflow at PT XYZ**

Loan Calculation Workflow is a simple workflow where the visitor to the web application of PT XYZ can access a calculator feature built on it to estimate the costs to spend for paying loans issued to the applying member should the loan request be granted. The process is very linear where...
it begin with the visitor accessing the application and clicking on the calculator feature without having to login, as loan account is given only to borrower. Visitor that is not a borrower doesn’t need to have a borrower account to access the calculator feature. Then, on the loan calculation interface, the visitor must input the desired loan amount from the range between IDR 5 million to IDR 1 billion and choose credit tenor with the range between 1 month to 12 months. The next step requires the visitor to click on Calculation button. The system will respond by displaying estimation of the costs with the composition such as provision fee, amount of loan disbursed, and monthly interest based on tenor chosen. Calculation result cannot be displayed if the information is not properly given by the visitor.

![Figure 7: Loan Calculation Workflow at PT XYZ](image)

4.2.3 User workflow

User workflow enables users to engage in activities that may vary depending on users’ access rights. PT XYZ divided user workflow into two parts, they are Information Workflow and Customer Services Workflow.

Loan Information Workflow portrays the process of retrieving borrowers’ personal information kept in the database. Every borrowing member will be given access to a personal account with a unique password to retrieve the respective borrower’s loan information through the application. These information are exclusive and private to every holder of each respective account. Thus, only the owner of the account is authorized to access it or PT XYZ’s staff with access authorization. The flow is quite simple. Borrower only needs to access application website, input the given account name and password, then the system will direct to a number of information like borrower’s name, borrower’s unique identifier number, loan amount, tenor, next payment amount, payment due date, phone number of the PIC from PT XYZ assigned to the borrower’s account, and another information related with the identity of the borrower. To exit from the information window, the borrower as the user only needs to logout from the account. A menu dedicated to answering questions from the visitors can be located on the website. The menu, when clicked, will direct the visitors to compilation of FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions). The FAQs are accompanied by relevant answers to help visitors in solving problems. If the FAQs cannot solve the problems or if the visitors are unable to find the expected answers, then the visitors can send request to be assisted by a customer service using live chat feature.
4.2.4 Endpoints identification

Endpoints in the existing infrastructure is identified to make mapping of the problems easier in the process of converting from monolithic architecture to microservices architecture. Identified endpoints are later grouped based on the domains the endpoints interact with and categorized based on its functions. Endpoints came in the form of API bridging applications with each other in interacting with the backend system. API versioning is also added to anticipate the need of migrating application to new API while maintaining REST API currently in use. Table 3 in appendices section contains the full list of endpoints being part of the existing API. The list can help in tracking the trails of the domains interacting with the endpoints.

4.2.4.1 Endpoints ownership

Endpoints ownership correlates with parties involved in the business processes of PT XYZ, particularly as users of respective endpoints. Ownership identification of endpoints are necessary to tackle future problems or when APIs are changed. Owners that can create, maintain, and modify the endpoints according to each owner authorization in PT XYZ are grouped into Administrator & User, Credit Committee, dan Customer Care, as listed in Table 4 in appendices section.

4.2.4.2 Endpoints functionalities

In entirety, the loan services for the cooperative members are divided into 3 major groups representing each respective function. The existence of the services are complimenting with each other. The services comprised of Common Services, Loan Services, dan User Services. Common Services have services assisting the process of an individual attempting to join the cooperative membership of PT XYZ. Loan Services are a group of massive service helping in processing loan applications from the members from the initial step of applying through the approval process by credit committee. The self-service tool to count the estimation of credit costs are also a part of the Loan Services. User Services include services facilitating the members of the cooperative in obtaining information to dissolve or solve loan related problems, like the assistance from appointed staff to answer inquiries that is not contained in the list of FAQs. The complete list of endpoints functionalities can be seen in Table 5 in the appendices section.

4.3 Designing System with DDD Approach

One of the foundation of a proper software development is to instill awareness about domain. This is the basis of the approach of DDD in designing microservices architecture as the replacement of the monolithic architecture PT XYZ uses in this study. This cooperative enterprise in its role as the deliverer of loan or credit to the members ought to consider the stakeholders interests in loan-related activities, be it the cooperative members, or staffs in charge of delivering the loan products to the members, or regulatory firms as the watchful eye toward the loan delivery processes.

The current system architecture is entirely monolithic in handling every aspect of the cooperative services, including loan services. The consequences of using this traditional system is the heavily tied large number of codes required in running the system functions properly. Services delivery and features addition are slowed down as the result. Microservices with DDD approach are expected to reduce dependency among the loan services.

Domains are crucial in deliverance of services in real life practice. Domains work by informing the requirements and acceptance criteria of the to be developed system. Thus, domains can display high-level of segregation to various business areas. Software developers using DDD approach work in a team that must abide by the compliance to general patterns in software development to have every program capable in working together in building software. Precise focus division is needed by putting contexts boundaries in designing the microservices for PT XYZ.
Domain model captures the concept and process of certain business domain that strongly require understanding of the related business domain. The best way to comply with the need is to do event storming to better understand processes carried out within a domain. Process begins from an event context happening inside the domain which is viewed as a fundamental element within a model.

4.4 Designing Microservices

The perks of using microservices architecture highlighted in this design plan is the capability of reducing dependency among services, as explored before in this paper to achieve the desired system outcomes. System design will use 3 service candidates derived from the existing endpoints categories, such as Common Services, Loan Services, and User Services. Services in the microservices architecture design for PT XYZ will be contained separately as independently functional applications. In the architectural model, API gateway will play a vital role as the entry point of clients to connect clients with the requested services. System management will connect the services with nodes, identify failure should it occur, and balance the services across nodes. Figure 10 illustrates the difference between the existing monolithic architecture in PT XYZ and the design plan for microservices architecture.

![Figure 10: Monolithic Versus Microservices in PT XYZ](image1)

4.4.1 Domain analysis

The interaction of domain with each other, including subdomains based on the 5 modules of PT XYZ are as illustrated below in Figure 11.

![Figure 11: Domain Analysis in PT XYZ](image2)

Every domain and subdomain have these roles assigned to help the execution of these tasks:

1. Loan Application is centered in the diagram as it is the business core, to provide loan for the cooperative’s members. Loan Application consists of every process related to loan applications submitted by members to the loan department of PT XYZ. Subdomains correlated with this domain are PT XYZ Member and Document Submission.

2. PT XYZ Member is acting as users’ management to connect cooperative members as the candidate to apply loan with various services, such as: Register, Customer Services, Loan Calculator, and Loan Information.

3. Register helps an individual to register to become member of the cooperative, in order to be eligible for using the products and services in the cooperative.

4. Customer Services acts as a self-service feature to connect web application visitors with FAQs about anything related with the cooperative, including the loan product information. Chatbot subdomain is included into Customer Services domain to deliver the FAQs and answers to the visitors. Live Chat subdomain connects visitors with the staff responsible for answering questions excluded from the FAQs.

5. Loan Calculator helps visitors in estimating the costs of loan services. Detailed discussion of Loan Calculator can be found at the information workflow subsection previously discussed.
6. Loan Information is exclusive to the borrowers as it has private information related with borrowers and will differ for every borrower.

7. Document Submission focuses on handling documents submitted by applicants of loan. Identity Document and Collateral Information are the extension of Document Submission, where Identity Document handles applicants’ personal identity information and Collateral Information handles information of the collateral that the applicants offered to PT XYZ as the loan issuing party.

8. Loan Application Review is a domain in charge of the review processes of submitted loan applications. There are 4 components of review, which also included Identity Document and Collateral Information and two other components from other subdomains namely, Credit Risk Rating Checking and Internal Appraisal with the former is in charge of obtaining credit collectability history of related applicant and the later in charge of the valuation of offered collateral. Loan Application Review domain is also correlated with Review Result Submission to Credit Committee domain that is tasked with collective review to determine the approval status of loan applications—to reject it, or to approve it, based on information from the aforementioned 4 components.

4.4.2 Defining bounded contexts

Bounded contexts can be regarded as a contextual semantic border in a domain where every component of software has its own meaning and unique set of tasks. Bounded contexts is a central pattern and the deciding factor of assigning domain roles in DDD approach. Bounded contexts are used by software developers to know when to cease from pouring more concepts into the domain model in design process. Bounded contexts set in this research are classified into Information Context, Loan Application Context, and Loan Review Context. The merging of these domain contexts are executed by using context mapping integration with RESTful HTTP (Representational State Transfer Hypertext Transfer Protocol). The illustration for bounded contexts set for the DDD approach can be seen in Figure 12.

4.4.3 Defining entities

Following the completion of business domain mapping and bounded contexts setting, entities modeling is necessary to govern domain information. Entities modeling in DDD approach basically involves data and behavior and application of additional DDD patterns (aggregates, value objects, etc.) that can support long term success of the plan for designing microservices in this study.

Entities function by representing domain objects, defined by identities, continuity, and persistence from time to time, and is not limited to the attributes consisting of the entities itself. Entities’ identity can span across microservices or bounded contexts. Although entities need identity, there are objects in the system that doesn’t need identity, like value objects. The following are model design for entities that are going to be used in domain design in this research, each accompanied by respective explanations.
User Entity is a part of the domain storing and managing access data and information of users involved in accessing the loan system, such as cooperative members, reviewers, committees, and admin staffs and customer service staffs.

**Figure 13: User Entity**

Member Entity is a part of the domain storing and managing data of processes in member registration, where the record of the data in the form of e-mail, name, national ID number, Tax ID, and other forms of personal information lie inside. Member Entity is connected to User Entity as the User Entity is aggregated to OTP verification code information required in the process of membership registration verification.

**Figure 14: Member Entity**

Borrower Entity is a part of the Loan Application domain. This entity is aggregated to Member Entity as an enforcement of a cooperative’s basic rule where only a member is allowed to apply for loan services. Information recorded in this entity are IdentityData and GuarantorData. IdentityData stores record of borrower’s personal information, similar to the member’s personal information stored in Member Entity, whereas GuarantorData stores information related with collateral ownership, like collateralized asset certificate of ownership.

**Figure 15: Borrower Entity**

Like Borrower Entity, Loan Entity is also a part of the Loan Application domain, which is responsible for storing and managing loan application data. Loan Entity is aggregated to Borrower Entity that stores the important information needed by Loan Entity. Both entities are correlated with each other to realize the Loan Application domain processes, especially in Loan Application Review and Loan Application Approval involving Reviewer and Committee teams. In reviewing and decision-making of loan approval, Loan Entity will record ReviewerResult information containing specific details of examination, application status change, rejection of application, or forwarding to the Committee team for final approval process. CommitteeResult records the final decision of approving or rejecting the loan application, if the final decision is to approve the application, it will also have details of the loan amount, payment terms, covenant to fulfill, and another piece of information related with loan disbursement. All the approval results will also later be recorded as Loan Result Scheme. In every loan application information, system will also record every changes in the process of application in ApplicationStatus.

**Figure 16: Loan Entity**

Loan Result Scheme Entity is a part of the Loan Information domain but also has relationship with Loan Application domain. This entity plays the role of keeping and managing the approval information and the loan specification exclusively associated with the respective applicant. This entity is aggregated to Borrower Entity that keeps essential information like borrower’s personal data. For easier information storing, Loan Result Scheme Entity is further divided into smaller information groups, such as: LoanAmount, LoanTenor, Installment, Collateral, and LoanPaymentStatus. LoanAmount has the accepted amount of loan disbursement. The amount of loan could be equal or less than the amount requested, but not greater. LoanTenor is the credit term ranging from 1 month to 12 months, depending on the approving decision of the committee. Installment is monthly expenditure that the borrower must pay as obligatory act of using the loan in accordance with LoanTenor. Collateral has the collateralized asset information, consisting of the collateral type, name of the owner stated in the collateral legal document, and another information related with the collateral. LoanPaymentStatus is useful in monitoring the
payment status of the borrower to ensure that when payment is due, the installment and other credit costs are paid accordingly to prevent the collectability rating of the borrower to fall into the category of NPL (Non-Performing Loan).

4.4.4 Defining aggregates

Aggregates definition is done to model transactional invariance. Business process in real life has a complex relationship network, where applications are often not properly distributed. A business transaction can span across several data storage, runs longer than expected, or require third-party services to run. The execution in the end depends on the application to enforce invariance needed by domain, not the data layer. Aggregate modeling can help in bounding contexts around one or more entities to ensure consistency, tracking invariance, and enforce them. For instance, the defined aggregates depicted in Figure 19 in the appendices section has Loan Application running aggregate function to Borrower, particularly in determining borrower and guarantor information. These information are needed to be located and maintained for consistency in business transaction. However, from aggregate’s perspective, Borrower aggregate is not responsible to Loan Application aggregate to convince that BorrowerID is unique. It is up to Loan Application aggregate itself to entirely maintain its invariance in the context of Loan Application as a domain in the system.

4.4.5 Defining services as the core component of microservices design

Services to create the microservices design needs to be formed in regard to the DDD approach. The components for materialization of services into the microservices architecture for PT XYZ loan application system are discussed in the subsubsections below.

4.4.5.1 Designing single services

Single services are designed to be able to operate independently yet capable of communicating with each other with a light connection mechanism, like HTTP. The services are designed to suit every business line capabilities for it to be able to run independently with automatic deployment by deployment server. Each service has center management, enabling different programming languages and database to be used for each service. The single services consist of a web server, focused service binary for certain domains, and Redis cache system.

4.4.5.2 Database for every service

Database are designed for every service with respect to consistency of aggregate forms with bounded contexts. Creating database this way will reduce coupling of the services.

4.4.5.3 Container strategy

Planning for microservices architecture design on loan application system comes with consideration for containing the service applications. This containing is executed to distribute services in infrastructure level prioritizing convenient practice and service capabilities to operate simultaneously yet independent. The researcher uses Docker for services containment in this design, which uses vary, i.e.:

1. Provide binary images that prepare installation, configuration, and testing for every software needed to form the services for the designed microservices architecture. Data distribution is made convenient with the inclusion of every necessary data needed for the process.

2. Interactively create images for software developers to learn the software installation process transparently. This ability ease the documentation process of system design with expected precision.

3. Usage of Docker can reduce the significance of fixing and improvement of the system with versioning, changes in system dependency, security level, addition of features, or deletion
of outdated software that may potentially harm the system.

4. Docker tackles constraints in adoption and reuse of existing system with its reproductive capabilities for more convenient adaptation process to the existing system workflow by management using script.

Container has logic containing mechanism where applications can be separated by decoupling that will enable easier use with maintained consistency. Different containers can exchange information with each other with this mechanism.

**4.4.5.4 API gateway strategy**

API gateway connects clients and services with its capabilities of running tasks across sectors with aggregation, SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) checking, and load balancing. In this design plan, the researcher recommends KrakenD, an API gateway services with benefits including:

1. Information aggregation from various information sources to the central endpoints.
2. Manipulating responses along with grouping and wrapping.
3. Filtering and shrinking of response to enable abstraction.
4. Limiting unnecessary connection with rate limiting function.
5. Enabling circuit breaker and/or another system security measures.
6. Providing various password protocol encoding formats.
7. Compatible with various middleware and plugins.
8. Configuration of DSL (Digital Subscriber Line).
10. Limiting host-based connection.
11. User quota management.
12. Support to SSL.
13. Support to OAuth CCG (Open Authorization Client Credential Grant).
14. Protection against clickjack.

KrakenD offers benefits that normal API gateway may not be capable of as it uses backend for frontend approach, enabling a more efficient process of adopting existing APIs into newer system’s API, making it suitable for designing microservices.

**4.4.5.5 Communication strategy**

Services relying on microservices-based system runs simultaneously across more than one server or host. This simultaneous interaction becomes a necessity to maintain the complex system to be able to run without disruption. By combining two communication protocols across services, namely sync communication protocol and async communication protocol to suit various services requirements, the need for simultaneous interaction can be carried out with less hassle.

Sync communication protocol works when a request is sent, and system waits for response from service receiving the request. The limitation of this protocol lies on the inability of clients continuing tasks before server respond to the request. In contrast with sync communication protocol, async communication protocol doesn’t rely on server’s response to continue doing tasks. The recommended sync communication protocol and async communication protocol for the microservices architecture design are HTTP and Kafka respectively.

**4.4.5.6 Proxy and firewall strategy**

Firewall and proxy act as the first line of defense for system security to protect the system from external threats like hackers attempting to disable the system. Both protect the system from harm yet located at different parts of the system. Firewall is located at network later whilst proxy is placed at application layer. Firewall halts all unauthorized access to the system while proxy acts as an intermediary between the clients and the network. Cloudflare, a software useful in mitigating DDoS attacks is capable of doing both tasks of securing the system. Cloudflare can mitigate the risk of private information theft in the loan application system like the cooperative members’ data and borrowers’ data.

**4.4.5.7 Resilience strategy**

Resilience in the context of IT system means capability of a system to recover partially or fully from the aftereffect of system failure. Circuit breaker can be used in microservices architecture as a preventive mean to circumvent system failure. System defense can be upgraded if the circuit behavior is suited for partial or full network interaction with the services. Circuit breaker isolates services with problems so cascading won’t spread to other services to ensure stability of the clients and the overall services. The researcher suggests for a custom build circuit breaker for the microservices design to give convenience in customization whenever needed.

**4.4.5.8 Monitoring strategy**

Services monitoring are going to be done with logging as a supporting tool in analyzing issues in the system and to better understand the needs of borrowers as the service users to improve loan products and services performance.
Graylog is a log management software suggested by the researcher to monitor the services in PT XYZ microservices architecture design. It is capable of reducing complexity and time required to explore large amounts of data so clients of the system can interpret data to make decision faster.

4.4.5.9 Testing strategy
The tiniest unit of separated business logic is the basis of constructing microservices. To ensure the business logic can interact with each other through network, testing on this unit is important. Testing is conducted by validating each business logic or service separately.

Katalon Studio is a software suggested for testing of service applications qualities and functions. The software is capable of testing web-based applications and APIs without requiring mastery of a specific programming language. This removes one hurdle for testers in doing automated testing. Both expert testers or beginners can utilize Katalon Studio easily because of its simple yet informative UI (User Interface). Testing can also be done across different web browsers, which means testing on several browsers can be done at the same time to save time and effort from the testers.

4.4.5.10 IAM (Identify and access management) strategy
IAM (Identify and Access Management) can be utilized to manage access and user identities surrounding system, application, and network so each user can have access rights accordingly, or to identify if the user is the authorized person, in regard to access time and access purpose.

Keycloak can be used to support IAM processes with its varying features, they are:
1. Users don’t have to authenticate the applications one by one. The authentication process can be replaced by Single-Sign On, making one attempt is enough to login to all applications. The same principle also applies for logout, where Single-Sign Out enables logging out from all applications with only one attempt.
2. Login is made convenient with options to login from social network.
3. Keycloak can be opted to connect to LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) or to active directory.
4. Admin console makes it possible to activate or deactivate application features, managing application authorization and services, and managing users.
5. Using standard protocol that supports OpenID Connect, OAuth 2.0, and SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language).

In entirety, Keycloak is helpful to manage user authorization to suit the needs of developer team or as desired.

4.4.5.11 CI/CD (Continuous integration/continuous development) strategy
As explained before, containing using Docker can be a solution to lessen the gap between applications and system infrastructure. However, if applications grow in number in the microservices architecture, the management and deployment of services will be harder as services containment won’t suffice. And so, usage of container on services can be merged with CI/CD approach for automatic deployment processes of the service whenever update is needed to the applications.
CI/CD is a combination of CI (Continuous Integration) and CD (Continuous Deployment). CI is common in software development. It works by storing application codes in the repository to be tested automatically and quickly with high testing frequency. A completed CI process will be continued to CD process immediately. CD works by using script that will take the codes from the codes center in the repository to prepare for construction and installation of applications into the services environment. CD doesn’t manual interference nor confirmation.

CI/CD approach for the design in this research will use GitLab, a multifunctional version control software to operates several software simultaneously. GitLab helps different developers to collaborate in system management and reduce difficulty in program updating processes automatically without rendering the system to experience downtime whenever update is needed. For every update to be performed, the system must be able to continue working so that delivery of loan services to the cooperative members will be timely. Figure 20 shows the workflow of CI/CD that is applied to microservices design for PT XYZ.

4.5 Findings and Discussion

A series of discussions surrounding the services development aspect in microservices design for PT XYZ correlates with recommended software to shape the design into a solid architecture design. Software stack in this respect, is a unity of system pillar to support the system. Table 6 is listing down the software components proposed for the design plan of microservices using DDD approach in this research paper.

**Table 6: Software Stack for Microservices Architecture Design of PT XYZ**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Candidate Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Programming Language</td>
<td>Golang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Database</td>
<td>Postgre Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>Redis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Web Server</td>
<td>Google Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>API Gateway</td>
<td>KrakenD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Logging</td>
<td>Graylog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>WEB UI</td>
<td>Next JS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Container</td>
<td>Docker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>Cloudflare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Cloudflare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Sync Communication</td>
<td>HTTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Async Communication</td>
<td>Kafka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Access Management</td>
<td>Keycloak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Circuit Breaker</td>
<td>Custom Build</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modernization of loan services in a cooperative is semi-automatic. PT XYZ is no exception as the cooperative enterprise needs a dynamic system architecture design that can move across sectors. Microservices as the evolution of traditional SOA, can answer that need. Use of microservices is suitable for loan application system of PT XYZ whose services are divided into domains and subdomains.

Microservices architecture benefits that PT XYZ can experience if this cooperative decides to convert from monolithic architecture into microservices architecture are as follows:

1. Distribution of software composition capable of communicating to the entire network. System failure related to loan business line working across domains can be minimized or mitigated quickly.
2. Services dependency with each other can be minimized by building a dedicated database for each service category.
3. Services in loan business line can be contained and excluded from each other. Every service can be programmed using a different programming language.
4. Microservices design for PT XYZ is capable of producing a more effective API result and existing APIs can be reused in the future. All of these processes can run in a system environment with high flexibility.
5. System users can choose which communication protocol to use between sync or async protocols, depending on the needs.
6. Conversion into microservice architecture doesn’t lower protection against threat of system attack by external parties.
7. If system failure occurs in one of the services, the system can disable that service to prevent the error from affecting other services.
8. Can effectively accommodate the effort to monitor the services available because of the system capability of managing large amount of data in a short time. Decision-making regarding issues surrounding the loan application system can be made faster.
9. Testing on the system is easy and fast and can be performed by developers lacking the ability of running difficult programming languages.
10. Better control to user access, especially in assigning authorization for each system user.
11. Continuous integration and services deployment are possible to do because every developers or system administrators can work together for maintenance or deployment of the services.

In comparison with the previous researches highlighted during the analysis of literatures to construct the theoretical framework for this research, the microservices architecture design has addressed the software requirements in a more specific way compared to the referred past researches. Moreover, these past researches only mentioned the necessity of setting bounded contexts among domains and its subdomains but lacking any concrete suggestions of what software are needed to spawn a more realistic microservices architecture design. Peering into the business orientation of a cooperative enterprise, the company emphasizes on delivering financial services to customers, which is similar to Fintech companies. Fintech companies, particularly the Fintech 3.0 companies outshine cooperatives when it comes to utilization of information technologies in business. The revolutionary form of financial service providers have been using technology to deliver services for customers since the day of the Fintech 3.0’s inception. A cooperative enterprise can improve significantly by merely enhancing the IT system of the cooperation. By adapting the use of a more computerized operating mechanisms that are properly regulated, the companies are more likely to catch the attention of potential customers and existing customers who favor the use of IT-based financial services. Converting to microservices will bring greater flexibility in modifying the system should the need arise in the future. With so little to no problems to face, the cooperative enterprises can dedicate more focus into delivering services for customers since the day of the Fintech 3.0’s inception. Microservices design for PT XYZ doesn’t offer solutions without making room for possible issues, mainly from security perspective. Even though with the mitigation measures to defend from cyber-attacks. That is why DDD approach with proper setting of bounded contexts on domains and subdomains are proposed to lessen the risk by shrinking the code base of services. Large code base can create a security hole where system is more likely to be vulnerable to attacks. The proposed design is going to be discussed in FGD (Focus Group Discussion) where system practitioners in PT XYZ are taking part in the discussion, including CTO and the IT team comprises of UI/UX, system developer, frontend developer, web developer, QA, and system analyst. The purpose of conducting FGD is conducted to reach consensus on which part of the proposed design can be implemented in the future.

5. CONCLUSION

5.1 Research Conclusions

The design of microservices using DDD approach yielded a detailed analysis that answers these formulated research questions:

1. How using microservices architecture to design the loan application system for PT XYZ can reduce the difficulty of the system design processes?
   Reduction of dependency among service groups in microservices architecture gives convenience toward IT system design processes at PT XYZ. Each service can be contained without having to be dependent on each other.

2. How the DDD (Domain Driven Design) approach can help in designing microservices for the loan application system of PT XYZ cooperative enterprise?
   SOA is implemented by focusing business into services, where the main service in this case is loan service provided by PT XYZ for its members. Microservices have pivotal role in breaking apart the loan services into smaller subcomponents. These subcomponents are visualized in 5 different modules, which is also classified similarly in the current monolithic architecture, namely: Customer Services, Loan Application, Loan Calculation, Loan Information, and Register modules. The complexity of design using microservices are apparent due to it using large amounts of code, creating a potential for security breach. To circumvent it, DDD (Domain Driven Design) is used to define bounded contexts to reduce the code base in every domain and subdomain in the scope of designed system. The reduction of code base will reduce the chance of hacker attacks.

In addition, the realization of microservices depends on the final decision of the authorized personnel in PT XYZ. The design components take care of the monotony in the current monolithic system design but may create
the problem of complexity. Some components require the handling by experts, while other components might be friendlier to inexperienced programmers. Dissection of the domains and subdomains can be time consuming as it is necessary to execute the task carefully. Reducing code base with careful setting of bounded contexts among domains and subdomains is essential to prevent future errors to occur. Microservices, like monolithic architecture also possess its own flaws that should not be taken lightly. Despite these difficulties, the potential benefits of implementing microservices can overshadow the design difficulties, among these benefits is the guaranteed capability in handling large number of system users, which in the end can boost PT XYZ’s business performance in delivering loan for members of the cooperation.

Thus, by enhancing the performance of the loan application system in scaling up business with the ability to establish low dependency among applications, the research is exclusively aimed to solve the system architectural problem in cooperative enterprises like PT XYZ.

5.2 Research Limitations

Determining the correct approach in designing microservices can proved to be a challenge. Since there are a lot of mention about DDD in various literatures, the approach is believed to be the most reliable in designing microservices architecture. However, whether it truly is the most reliable approach in designing microservices is still a matter of question. There is other approach called Clean Architecture proposed by a software practitioner named Robert C. Martin or more well-known by the nickname Uncle Bob [31]. The author claimed that it is a method suitable for designing microservices, but the narratives are built in a book instead of a research paper, making it not suitable to be cited for this research. Not to mention it is also viewed as being impractical and not suitable for rapid application development or product prototyping [32]. It can be concluded that the limitation of this research lies in the difficulty in discovering the possibility of other approaches better than DDD in designing microservices architecture.

5.3 Future Research Recommendations

Microservices might be the solution to reduce dependence among services. However, usage of microservices are more complicated compared to traditional system architecture, which needs intensive care and special countermeasure to tackle potential issues. The researcher recommends which area needs to be improved furthermore, in order for the microservices to be able to run smoother with less issues. These recommendations are not limited to PT XYZ as the research object of this case study, but also for other researchers interested in similar field of study to inspire future researches to be conducted, with the hope that an even better suggestions can be created to perfect the already designed IT system architecture. These are those recommendations:

1. Freedom to use various programming languages between services creates service integration issue. Usage of technological enablers that support the development of microservices without relying on a specific programming language is advised to prevent integration trouble.
2. System practitioners in an organization or firm must have knowledge of domain modeling in an IT system because it is indirectly useful in reducing codes used to prevent hacking risk from unauthorized parties.
3. DDD implementation plan can unnecessarily waste effort and time. DDD is actually more effective to be used on a system with complex domain structure. An approach of system development that is compatible with both simple and complex systems are strongly needed.
4. Microservices existence depend on automation process too much. Cloud technology used to store data needs to be put into consideration carefully so in the case of force majeure, the services can continue to work fine as is.
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**Table 3: Endpoints List in Existing Infrastructure of PT XYZ**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Register Membership</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/user/register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Verify Member Registration Form</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/user/register/?email={email}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Get OTP</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/user/getOTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Verify OTP</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/user/verifyOTP/?otp={otp_code}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Create Membership ID Number</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/user/create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Apply Loan</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Check Applicant’s Personal Identity Information</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/checkBiodata/?npwp={npwp}&amp;?ktp={ktp}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Check Applicant’s Identity Documents</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/checkId/?data={data}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Check Collateral Information</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/checkCollateral/?data={data}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Check Guarantor Information</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/checkGuarantor/?data={data}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Created Unique Identifier for Loan Application</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/create</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Input Collateral Appraisal Information</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/editCollateral/?data={data}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Input Loan Collectability Information</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/editPaymentCollectibility/?data={data}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Forward Loan Application to Committee</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/submitForApproval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Change Loan Application Data</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/edit?applicant={applicant_id}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Change Loan Application Status</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/editStatus?applicant={applicant_id}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Publish Loan Application Result</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/notify/?applicant={applicant_id}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Display Loan Application Approval Result</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_application/detail?applicant={applicant_id}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Calculate Loan</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_calculator/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Check Loan Calculation Form</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_calculator/calculate/?tenor={tenor}&amp;amount={amount}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Display Loan Calculation Result</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_calculator/result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Login</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/login</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Verify Login Form</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_information/verifyLogin/?id={memberId}&amp;password={password}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Display Borrower’s Information Category</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_information/dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Display Loan Amount Information</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_information/loanAmount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Display Tenor Information</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_information/tenor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Display Installment Information</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_information/installment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Display Collateral Information</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/loan_information/collateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Display Chatbot</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/customer_service/chatbot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Display FAQ</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/customer_service/chatbot/faq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Redirect to Live Chat</td>
<td>{domain}/api/v1/customer_service/livechat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Endpoints Ownership in Existing Infrastructure of PT XYZ**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Function Name</th>
<th>Endpoints Ownership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Register Membership</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Verify Member Registration Form</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Get OTP</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Verify OTP</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Create Membership ID Number</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Apply Loan</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Check Applicant’s Personal Identity Information</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Check Applicant’s Identity Documents</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Check Collateral Information</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Check Guarantor Information</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Created Unique Identifier for Loan Application</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Input Collateral Appraisal Information</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Input Loan Collectability Information</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Forward Loan Application to Committee</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Change Loan Application Data</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Change Loan Application Status</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Publish Loan Application Result</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Display Loan Application Approval Result</td>
<td>Credit Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Function Name</td>
<td>Endpoints Ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Calculate Loan</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Check Loan Calculation Form</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Display Loan Calculation Result</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Login</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Verify Login Form</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Display Borrower’s Information Category</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Display Loan Amount Information</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Display Tenor Information</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Display Installment Information</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Display Collateral Information</td>
<td>Administrator &amp; User</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Display Chatbot</td>
<td>Customer Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Display FAQ</td>
<td>Customer Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Redirect to Live Chat</td>
<td>Customer Care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5: Endpoints Functionalities in Existing Infrastructure of PT XYZ**
Figure 19: Domain Aggregate